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Abstract

We consider an extension of the dynamic speed scaling scheduling model in-

troduced by Yao et al. [1]: A set of jobs, each with a release time, deadline,

and workload, has to be scheduled on a single, speed-scalable processor. Both

the maximum allowed speed of the processor and the energy costs may vary

continuously over time. The objective is to find a feasible schedule that minimizes

the total energy costs.

Theoretical algorithm design for speed scaling problems often tends to dis-

cretize problems, as our tools in the discrete realm are often better developed

or understood. Using the above speed scaling variant with variable, continuous

maximal processor speeds and energy prices as an example, we demonstrate

that a more direct approach via tools from variational calculus can not only

lead to a very concise and elegant formulation and analysis, but also avoids the

“explosion of variables/constraints” that often comes with discretizing [2]. Using

well-known tools from calculus of variations, we derive combinatorial optimality

characteristics for our continuous problem and provide a quite concise and simple
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